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on Writing 
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Spoken                    
LanguageLanguage

Spoken 
Language

Spoken Language
• Create a classroom filled with 

opportunities for collaborative 
conversations

• Point out powerful language 
l i d il d d iexamples in daily read- and write-

alouds
• M d l thi k l d t t• Model think-alouds across content 

areas
• Increase student ‘talk time’• Increase student talk time
• Immerse students in multiples 

exchanges to notice and practiceexchanges to notice and practice 
language

• Provide dialogue to ask and answer g
questions to build understanding

KK
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Talk Time Tip

“Wh“When            
in doubtin doubt,           

talk it out!”talk it out!

Written 
Language

Written Language

Scribbles Sounds/ 
Letters

Words/ 
Phrases Sentences Paragraphs Multiple 

Paragraphs

• Note: Once the basics are ta ght• Note: Once the basics are taught, 
the strategies will be utilized in the 
context of text type writingcontext of text type writing

Acquiring    q g
and Using 
Vocabulary

Tiers of 
Vocabulary
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Three Tiers of Words

“While the term tier may connote a 
hierarchy, a ranking of words from 

l h li ileast to most important, the reality is 
that all three tiers of words are vital to 

comprehension and vocabularycomprehension and vocabulary 
development, although learning tier 

two and three words typically requires yp y q
more deliberate effort (at least for 
students whose first language is 

E li h) h d l i iEnglish) than does learning tier one 
words.”

-Common Core State Standards: Appendix A-

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief 
State School Officers. Common Core State Standards for English Language f g g g
Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. 

Appendix A: Research Supporting Key Elements of the Standards, Glossary of 
Key Terms. Washington D.C.: National Governors Association Center for Best 

Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010. Print.

Tier One Words

“Tier One words are the words of 
everyday speech usually learned in y y p y
the early grades, albeit not at the 

same rate by all children. They are 
not considered a challenge to the 
average native speaker, though 

English language learners of any 
age will have to attend carefully to 

them.”

-Common Core State Standards: Appendix A-pp

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief 
State School Officers. Common Core State Standards for English Language 
Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies Science and Technical SubjectsArts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. 

Appendix A: Research Supporting Key Elements of the Standards, Glossary of 
Key Terms. Washington D.C.: National Governors Association Center for Best 

Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010. Print.

Tier Two Words
“Tier Two words (what Standards refer to asTier Two words (what Standards refer to as 
general academic words) are far more likely 

to appear in written texts than in speech. They 
i ll f i f i lappear in all sorts of texts: informational texts 

(words such as relative, vary, formulate, 
specificity, and accumulate), technical texts 
(calibrate, itemize, periphery), and literary 

texts (misfortunate, dignified, faltered, 
unabashedly). Tier two words often represent y) f p
subtle or precise ways to say relatively simple 
things - saunter instead of walk, for example. 

Because Tier Two words are found acrossBecause Tier Two words are found across 
many types of texts, they are highly 

generalizable.”

-Common Core State Standards: Appendix A-
National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief 
State School Officers. Common Core State Standards for English LanguageState School Officers. Common Core State Standards for English Language 
Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. 

Appendix A: Research Supporting Key Elements of the Standards, Glossary of 
Key Terms. Washington D.C.: National Governors Association Center for Best 

Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010. Print.

Tier Three Words

“Ti Th d ( h t th St d d f“Tier Three words (what the Standards refer 
to as domain-specific words) are specific to a 

domain or field of study (lava, carburetor, 
legislature, circumference, aorta) and key to 
understanding a new concept within a text. 
Because of their specificity and close ties to f p f y
content knowledge, Tier Three words are far 
more common in informational texts than in 
literature Recognized as new and “hard”literature. Recognized as new and hard  

words for most readers (particularly student 
readers), they are often explicitly defined by 

the author of a text repeatedly used andthe author of a text, repeatedly used, and 
otherwise heavily scaffolded (e.g., made a part 

of a glossary.”

-Common Core State Standards: Appendix A-

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief 
State School Officers Common Core State Standards for English LanguageState School Officers. Common Core State Standards for English Language 
Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. 

Appendix A: Research Supporting Key Elements of the Standards, Glossary of 
Key Terms. Washington D.C.: National Governors Association Center for Best 

Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010. Print.
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Acquiring    q g
and Using 
Vocabulary

Written 
Vocabulary

Known Words: Fast as a Snap

Read and 
Write asWrite as 
Fast as a 
S !Snap!

• Fry’s Instant Word List
Fry, Edward Bernard, Kress, Jacqueline E., & 
Fountoukidis, Donna Lee. The Reading Teacher’s Book 
of Lists. 4th ed. Upper Saddle River: Prentice Hall, 
2000. Print.

• Dolch’s Basic Sight Words ListDolch s Basic Sight Words List
Dolch, Edward William.  Problems in Reading.
Champaign, The Garrard Press, 1948, Print.

R b Si ’ S lli Li• Rebecca Sitton’s Spelling List
Sitton, Rebecca.  Spelling Sourcebook.                   
Scottsdale: Egger Publishing, 1999.
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Known Words: Fast as a Snap

“For instructional purposes 
these are usually referred to y f

as sight words or sight 
vocabulary because we wouldvocabulary because we would 
like our students to recognize 
them in less than a secondthem in less than a second.  

Why?  Because this enhances 
their chance of getting to thetheir chance of getting to the 
end of the sentence in time to 

b h it b ”remember how it began.
May, Frank B. Reading as Communication:               

T H l Child W it d R dTo Help Children Write and Read.
Upper Saddle River: Merrill, 1998. Print.

Acquiring    q g
and Using 
Vocabulary

Creating Multiple 
Exposures

Understanding Relations       
of Words & Their Meaningg

• Highlights Exposure To and          
T t N V b lTargets New Vocabulary

• Anchors Vocabulary from Wide  
and Extensive Independent  
Reading Experiences

• Applies Vocabulary and Concept 
Development to Reading, Writing, 
Listening, and Speaking

• Increases Vocabulary AcquisitionIncreases Vocabulary Acquisition
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Vocabulary

“…the most powerful way to 
t h t d hteach new terms and phrases 

is to use an instructional 
h ll fsequence that allows for 

multiple exposures to students 
in multiple ways.”

-24 times practice to reach       
80% competency-

Marzano, R. J., Pickering, D. J., and Pollock, J. E. (2001).  
Classroom Instruction that Works: Research Based Strategies

p y

Classroom Instruction that Works: Research Based Strategies 
for Increasing Student Achievement. Association for 

Supervision and Curriculum Development: Alexandria, VA.

Tip: Using the Organizers
• Add to Class Bank when• Add to Class Bank when 

Reading, Writing, or Discussing

• D H U ili• Demonstrate How to Utilize 
Vocabulary Words when 
Writing AloudWriting Aloud

• Promote Students to Keep         
Own Banks in Writing FoldersOwn Banks in Writing Folders

• Add Non-Linguistic 
R t ti d M iRepresentation and Mnemonics 
to Help Build Understanding

Building on                 
Cumulative VocabularyCumulative Vocabulary

tiny
small
tiny

huge
big

red
big

salty
sweet

hot cold

Vocabulary Tools

K

Colors Clothingg
red

yellow
shoe
dress

blue
pink

purple

pants
shirt
socks 11
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Vocabulary Tools

K
duck bird swims

tiger cat stripes

1

Vocabulary Tools

K

1
look peek glance stare glare

1
look peek glance stare glare

[ fi d
[focus                  

eyes on]
[a quick, 

secret look]
[a brief  

look]

[a fixed                
look with       

eyes open]
[to stare 
angrily]

Vocabulary Tools

2

33
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Vocabulary Tools

Promoting Student Ownership         
of Vocabulary

Gathering Descriptive 
Languageg g
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Acquiring    q g
and Using 
Vocabulary

Key 
Vocabulary

Vocabulary: There are 
recommended processes forrecommended processes for 

teaching new terms and phrases:
1. Present the students with a brief1. Present the students with a brief 

explanation or description of the new term 
or phrase

2. Present the students with a nonlinguistic g
representation of the new term or phrase

3. Ask the students to generate their own 
explanations or descriptions of the new 
term or phrase

4. Ask the students to create their own 
nonlinguistic representation of the new 
term or phrase

5. Periodically ask the students to review the 
accuracy of their explanations and 

Adapted from: Marzano, R., Pickering, D., & Pollock, J. 
(2001).  Classroom Instruction that Works: Research 

B d St t i f I i St d t A hi t

representations

Based Strategies for Increasing Student Achievement..
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and 

Curriculum Development.

Vocabulary Maps

3
1

3

behavior how you act
My green card 

is for good 
behavior.

rule a law we 
follow

We use       
peace feet        
in the halls.

KK

Vocabulary Map Tip:
• Phase tool from direct 

instruction to guided to 
independent practice

• Ensure students can 
prove/support their thought 
processprocess
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Vocabulary Map Tip:
• Small groups of students• Small groups of students 

can play different roles in 
defining a worddefining a word

Now Let’s Try It!Now, Let s Try It!

quarrel
“…she would 

have welcomed a 
quarrel as a quarrel

pleasant break 
in the monotony 
of sitting here…” 

p. 15

glistening
“I’ve eyes, mere 

pinheads of 
glistening black, 
stared fiercely

g g
stared fiercely 
at her…” p. 89

Gates, D. (1940). Blue Willow. New York: Puffin Books.

Acquiring    q g
and Using 
Vocabulary

Honoring Multiple 
Modalities

Vocabulary Tip:
• Use kinesthetic movement toUse kinesthetic movement to 

increase vocabulary
 Student-generated
 Used during transitions
 Attention grabbers

N L t’s T It!Now, Let’s Try It!        
–Glistening-Glistening
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Vocabulary: Non-Linguistic
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Vocabulary Tip:Vocabulary Tip:
• When using lyrics, poetry, 

h t hi hli ht kor chants, highlight key 
vocabulary on sentence 
stripsstrips

Two vocabulary strategies 
I will try in my classroom:I will try in my classroom:

•
•
How I plan to implement 

ththem:
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Building Bu ld ng
Powerful f
Sentences

Sentences

Sentences

What is a sentence?What is a sentence?

Subject Who? or What?
NounNoun

Predicate What About?
Verb

Complete Thought that Makes Sense

Building g
Powerful 
Sentences

Who/What 
Chart
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Who/What Chart
• To add academic• To add academic 

vocabulary
• To prompt students withTo prompt students with 

questioning techniques
• To demonstrate sentence 

development

• Grades K-2: Utilized for complete 
sentence building

G d 6 ili d f• Grades K-6: Utilized as a reference 
for quick summaries

Draw a picture ofDraw a picture of 
something you see 

[pointing to the[pointing to the 
Who/What Chart].

What do you know           
about animals?              

After learning about 
animals, write information 

about an animal. 

• “Who or what are 
we going to writewe going to write 
about?”
 the blue bird the blue bird

• “What about the 
blue bird?” 
The bird is…

The blue birdThe blue bird 
flies.

• “Wh th bl• “Why can the blue 
bird fly?” 

b it hbecause it has 
wings

Tip: Create a Chant to Help 
Students Spell “Because”Students Spell Because

“Powerful word        
(It makes 

sentences strong), g)
b-e-c-a-u-s-e.” 

(spelling out on fingers)
by Debbie Weitz Otto
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Miss Teacher

The Blue Bird
Date

The Blue Bird

Th bl bi d fliThe blue bird flies
because it has wings. g

Add a second sentence by asking y g
additional questions:

• “What else do we know about 
the blue bird? 
 It soars high in the sky.

Use additional questions on the
Who/What Chart as soon asWho/What Chart as soon as 
students are ready

Miss Teacher

The Blue Bird
Date

The Blue Bird

Th bl bi d fliThe blue bird flies
because it has wings. g
It soars high in the 
skysky.

Miss Teacher

The Blue Bird
Date

StrengthenThe Blue Bird Strengthen 
starting 
location

Th bl bi d fliThe blue bird flies
because it has wings. g
It soars high in the 
skysky.
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S d d s lSecond graders learn     
about the diversity of life 

in different habitatsin different habitats. 
Write about an animal        

in its habitatin its habitat.

• “Who or what are we 
going to writegoing to write 
about?”
 the mouse

• “What about the 
mouse?”mouse?  
 The mouse 

nests in thenests in the 
meadow.

• “Why does the• Why does the 
mouse nest in the 
meadow?”meadow?
 The mouse 

nests in the 
meadow because 
it is wild.

Tip:
C t SCreate Synonyms

nests meadowmouse

lives

b

field

l d

rodent

i l burrows

digs

landscape

grassland

animal

it

exists prairie

Synonyms: “S-S-Synonyms (hold up twoSynonyms: S S Synonyms (hold up two 
fingers on one hand) mean (hold up two 

fingers on the other hand) s-s-same.”

• “How does the mouse 
nest in the meadow?” 
 The animal digs in 

the field with its 
short, stocky legs.

• “Where does the mouseWhere does the mouse 
nest?”
 The rodent 

burrows long 
tunnels under the 

l dgrassland.

• “When does the mouse 
nest?”
 The prairie mouse 

burrows mostly at 
night.
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The Mouse
Mr. Second
Date The Mouse

The mouse lives in the meadow because 
it is wild.

The animal digs in the field with its  
short, stocky legs. 

The rodent burrows long tunnels under 
the grassland.

The prairie mouse burrows mostly at 
night.

Now, Let’s Try It!

Draw a picture 
of a an animal.of a an an mal.

What do you know           
about animals?about animals?              

After learning about 
animals, write information an mals, wr te nformat on

about an animal. 

Now, Let’s Try It!

lAnimals
foxfox

horse

pig

lion

turtle

ddeer

rhinorhino

Now,            ,
Let’s Try It!
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Now, Let’s Try It!
Miss First

h M h L
Date

The Mighty Lion Strengthen 
spacing 
between 
words

The mighty lion hunts 
for food because it isfor food because it is 
hungry. It stalks prey 
in the Africanin the African 
grasslands.

Now, Let’s Try It!
• controlling idea
• active verb
• ‘because’

Building g
Powerful 
Sentences

Powerful 
Sentences Chart

Powerful Sentences Chart
• T t f i l• To transform a simple 

idea into powerful 
sentencessentences

• To brainstorm related 
words/synonymsy y

• To develop and verbalize 
new sentences

• Grades 1-6
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Build Powerful Sentences 
Using the                  g

Powerful Sentences Chart     
and Sentence Blueprint Cards

Powerful Sentences

Discuss Video Observations:
P f l t t h i• Powerful sentence technique

• Spoken language
V b l ssibilit• Vocabulary accessibility

• Other

Now, Let’s Try It!
Create a Powerful Sentence-Create a Powerful Sentence-

My                   students   will write                                            better.

Now, Let’sTry It!
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Building g
Powerful 
Sentences

Sentence 
Blueprints Cards

Sentence Blueprints Cards
• To create a variety of y

powerful sentences
• To actively engage 

students in creating new 
blueprint patterns

• To develop and verbalize 
new sentences

• Grades 2-6: Travelers
d i l k• Grades 3-6: Triple Deckers

• Grades 3-6: Double the Whos

-Travelers-

The desperate 49ers
panned for 

gold

using a 
rocker

in 
California

during the 
Gold Rushrocker California Gold Rush.

The desperate 49ers panned for gold           
during the Gold Rush in California.g

th d t 49Using a the desperate 49ersUsing a 
rocker,

i d i thd f

Using a rocker, the desperate 49ers panned for 
ld d i th G ld R h i C lif i

in 
California

during the 
Gold Rush.

panned for 
gold

gold during the Gold Rush in California.

-Triple Deckers-

Th h f lThe hopeful

dreamers panned through 
riverbeds,

investigated the 
Mother Lode,

and searched at 
their land claim

every 
waking hour.

The hopeful dreamers panned through riverbeds, 
investigated the Mother Lode, and searched at 

their land claim every waking hour.
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-Double the Who’s-

James 
M h ll

hunted for 
t

a gold 
kMarshall, nuggets

i 1849

seeker,

toin the Sierra in 1849 to 
prosper.

in the Sierra 
Nevada  mountains

James Marshall, a gold seeker, hunted forJames Marshall, a gold seeker, hunted for 
nuggets in the Sierra Nevada mountains in 1849     

to prosper.

-with Travelers-
To prosper, James Marshall, a gold seeker,To prosper, James Marshall, a gold seeker, 
hunted for nuggets in the Sierra Nevada 

mountains in 1849.

Now, Let’s Try It!
Sentence Blueprint Cards-Sentence Blueprint Cards-

Two sentence strategies I 
will try in my classroom:will try in my classroom:

•
•
How I plan to implement 

ththem:

Thank You!

To learn more about          
materials and inservices for mater als and nserv ces for

Learning and Thinking through 
Reading and Writing, 

l i it tplease visit us at 
www.learningheadquarters.com
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